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Abstract

Ethnic, racial, and religious discrimination in Selective college

admissions was commonplace in the 19201S, but it is doubtful that the

College Board's 1926 innovation, the Scholastic Aptitude Test, was developed

to be used as an instrument of prejudice. By 1926, the use of quotas by

elite colleges had made discrimination in admissions through the use of tests

somewhat superfluous. Socially selective schools, in this early period,

probably sought the SAT primarily to help evaluate "desirable" borderline

candidates who could not otherwise demonstrate clearly their qualifications.

The enthusiasm of at least one proponent of the SAT's precursor, the

National Intelligence Test, did stem in part from a belief that such tests

could be used to identify and reject presumably less intelligent college

applicants from minority groups but by the

its creator, Carl Brigham, was skeptical that

the SAT's introduction,

asured intelligence.

Although Brigham did suppo the "native intelligence" hypothesis early in

his career, he publicly reversed his position in 1930 and thereafter stated

that heredity had little to do with average performance on tests by ethnic

groups.



America's 1920's were marked by a peaking of e
judice. Threatened by such disruptions as revolut .3artier

arrival of millions of immigrants, and growing BI

Protestants manifested their fears in such phenom

the Sacco and Vanzetti case, re_ rictive immigr.E

in the Ku Klux Klan. The decade i.s also noted fc -h of l .ration

pre-World.

care,

renewed vigor

intelligence tests as a consequence of such facto-

work of Binet and other testing pioneers, the appar. ir success of tea

by the U.S. Army during the war, and educators eager to embrace them for

both pragmatic and philosophical reasons. Racists helped to crea

cultural environment in which purported measures of inherited intellectual

ability were quite appealing.

During this era, characterized by both tearing innovations and racist

ideology, white supremacists found sustenance for their views in the research

findings of experimental psychologis ho ascribed average score differences

among racial and ethnic groups on intelligence tests the "germ plasm.

The influential Edward Lee Thorndike for example, after testing New York

City school children, concluded as early as 1911 that "the differences

the environment do not seem at all adequate to account for the superiority

of the whit Thorr dike went on from this conclusion to advocate not

only the use of intelligence tests higher levels of education, but

selective breeding as well. As he put it as late as 1940, "One sure service

of the able and good is to beget and rear offspring. One sure service

(about the only one) which the inferior and vicious can perform is to

prevent their genes from survival."2
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Thorndike's views on the inheritability of intelligence influenced, if

not determined, his educational philosophy. He believed that since mental

ability was inherited, it was a waste' of resources to provide higher eouca-

tion for the masses. America would be best served by identifying, through

the use of intelligence tests, gifted youth and lavishing its attention on

them, for they would be responsible for "progress." "It seems entirely

safe," wrote Thornd:_ke,- "to predict that the world will get better treatment

by trusting its fortunes to its 95- or 99-percentile intelligences than

would get by itself."3

For his role in the development and popularization of intelligence

tests for use in college admissions, Thorndike could be called the grand-

father of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT). During World War I, he played

an active role in the army program of testing the mental ability of recruits

as Chairman of the Committee on Classification of Personnel. Before the end

of the conflict, Thorndike prepared a more competitive version of the army's

"alpha" test for use by Columbia University in selecting applicants for an

officer preparatic,t program, the Student Army Training Corps. After the

armistice, with the assistance of Ben D. Wood and support from the National

Research Council, Thorndike developed the National Intelligence Test, which

was required by Columbia of most applicants beginning in 1919 and made

available for use by other selective institutions of higher learning.
4

It

that led the Collegewas the popularity of the N.I.T. and simila

Board to sponsor the SAT to eliminate duplication of effort among its 3

members. But significantly, although the SAT was a direct descendant of the

"alpha" and N.I.T.,

an intelligence test.

s primary author, Carl Brigham, did not claim it to be
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If Thorndike was he grandfather, Carl Campbell Brigham was the father

of the Scholastic Aptitude Test. Brigham was eminently qualified to play

this leading role. He had developed a passion for "mental testa" before his

graduation from Princeton University in 1912, and received his doctorate in

1916 for his dissertation on the Binet IQ tests. After serving as psycholo-

gist its the Canadian Army until America entered World War I, Brigham returned

to administer the aformentioned intelligence tests to U.S. Army recruits.

He joined the psychology faculty at Princeton University in 1920 and began.

studying the use of the army-type intelligence tests for college admissions

and guidance purposes. By 1925, he had devised his own, the Princeton Test.

That year, the College Board appointed Brigham to be chairman of the committee

of testing experts directed to prepare and administer the first SAT in 1926.

Brigham subsequently became Associate Secretary, then Research Secretary

the Board and remained generally responsible for the test during its first

decade. His magnum opus on the SAT, A Stud- of Error, was published in

32.
5

19

There is no reason to doubt that Brigham shared the opinions of

Thorndike on the inheritability of intelligence during the period he was

working toward the introduction of the Scholastic Aptitude Test, although

as will be seen below, he did modify his views. In 1923, he published A

Stud of American IntelliEtat, which to some extent marks the high water

mark for the "native intelligence hypothesis" among American psychologists.

In this book, Brigham, encouraged by Robert Yerkes, who had directed the

army testing program, and by Charles W. Gould, Madison Grant, and other

proponents of white supremacy, reanalyzed the results of the alpha and
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beta examinations and claimed that the "Nordic, Alpine, Mediterranean,

and negro" races differed in average intelligence in deScending order.

Consequently, Brigham argued, the continued intermingling of these races,

a process racists termed "mongre zat on," was causing a decline in the

national intelligence. Restrictive immigration and naturalization laws,

wrote Brigham, would "only afford slight relief," although certainly they

should be instituted. "'he really important steps are those looking toward

the prevention of the continued propagation of defective strains in the

present population."6

Brigham's growing leadership as an authority in this field is underscored

by his invitation to address the National RepUblican Club in January 1924.

According to the report in The New York Times, Brigham told the congressMen

thot the national intelligence was declining in part because of the "wholesale

importation of a lo grade of people." He asserted that some immigrants

were "carriers of feeble- 'ndedness, "recessive trait" which would

manifest it if in the next generation.
7 Congress soon after passed

legislation which established geographic quotas for immigration consistent

h Brigham's findirigs; these laws were not repealed until the 1960's.

In his Stud., :f American Intelli ence, Brigham did not discuss the use

of intelligence tests for college admissions, but his book must have been

encouraging to those educational administrators who hoped that intelligence

tests could help reduce the number of minority applicants who might otherwise

qualify. For example, in the immediate post-World War I period, Columbia's

Dean Herbert Hawkes felt that his college was admitting about twice the



desirable number of Jews. Although he believed that the "cream" of the

Jews were "a very fine body of people" and that Columbia should educate

them Hawkes thought that the average Jew, due to his energy and ambition,

attempted to educate himself beyond his inherited capacity. Intelligence

tests, argued Hawkes, could be used to select out the "grind" who could

prepare well for the conventional examinations offered by the College Board

since the turn of the century. Hawkes asserted that by predicting future

academic achievement without regard to past preparation, the yPe"

examination would favor the "higher grade" of student.8 He may have been

heartened by Brigham's conclusion that Jews had a relatively low average

intelligence "but a higher variability than other nativity groups."9

Several other colleges began experimenting ith intelligence tests

for admission in the early 1920's. Brigham himself evaluated the use

Thorndike' at Cooper Union, which began using them at the suggestion

of its secretary and trustee, Charles Gould, who also provided the financial

backing for A Study of American Intelligtac. 10 As suggestive as this

link may seem, it is unlikely that such elite schools as Harvard, Princeton,

and Yale felt any need for a new-type examination to limit enrollment by

undesirable white candidates, mainly Catholics and Jews. (At this time,

non-white American applicants were usually excluded pro forma.) These

colleges could and did use such techniques as applications identifying race

and re'igion, personal interviews, photographs, and the withholding of

financial aid to identify, discourage, and bar unwanted candidates.

Whenever these measures proved inadequate -and qualified applicants from

11unwanted minorities became too numerous, these colleges established quotas)'

10
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In this context of prejudice, intelligence tests were Lig

to evaluate promising white Protestant students who. could

their qualifications in the usual ways by prior attendance At a folder

school, recommendations., alumni relatives, and performance on the011eNZ

Board written examinations. Princeton University, for exatopi, cutair1 1y- did

not need to look to Carl Brigham to provide tests which could d oimiruate

as effectively as. it quota system introduced ins 1924 that auk tiltrititri

Jewish freshmen in half from 23 to 13.
12

Brigham would have 4eAlivict4c.

dispel any such unrealistic expectations.

Brigham's knowledge of the variability within groups,

by test results which he published in A Study of American 9tnce

it unlikely that he could have believed that such tests could based

systematically exclude minority access to higher education, et 01,00

makes

have realized that if used alone, the tests would -have resulted iOdisrapor-

tionate representation. To his credit, its appears that ac

interested in promoting access to college by the most able 0101,1,

minority groups, although not necessarily at Pr Univerai

_ le,Cooper Union, where he served as Technical Advisor on the ©f Mini

he intervened when he learned that a minor official Was skiPpig Jean

admitting qualified students from its waiting, list.13 Evideritly highlamml

At

desire for an elite based on merit instead of "pecuniary eridofte rkinicted

with, but probably was stronger than, his stereotypical prejualcomnar ln

the genetic endowment of races. One must wonder, however, how. fehis

meritocratic impulses extended to Blacks, considering his jacelliletthattZ

are incorporating the negro into our racial stock, while all of 8orope

comparatively free from this taint.
,14
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Brigham's publications on the subject of the "new-type tests" for use

in higher education do not include any references to the race, religion,

or ethnic background of students. He focused on the relationship between

test and subsequent academic perfomance, not test performance and race.

From his earliest statements on this subject, Brigham warned college adminis-

trators not to place too much reliance on intelligence test scores and

definitely not to use them alone as ability indicators. As he continued his

research at Cooper Union and-Princeton prior to developing the SAT, his

caveats intensified. Brigham became steadily less convinced that these

tests were measuring intelligence, then defined as a unitary construct

largely determined by heredity. By 1926, his critical stance made it

obvious why the word "intelligence" was not included in the name of the

Scholastic Aptitude Test.

In 1923 Brigham had been cautious but hopeful. In "Psychological

Tests at Princeton," he wrote that a high score on the experimental battery

indicated ability but that a low score did not necessarily mean the opposite.

As he put it, "a bright person may fall down, but a stupid person. cannot

fall up. Although at this time Princeton was using these tests only for

guidance, Brigham did iddreas their potential for selection:

We would never expect to use such tests instead
of the examinations of the College Entrance Examining
[sic) Board for Admissions. We might, however, find
that they would supplement the College Board examina-
tions in a way that would be distinctly advantageous
to the Committee on Entrance and to the individual
candidate. It is within the realm of podsibility that
refined instruments of mental measurement might enable
one to differentiate between the man of low or mediocre
ability, whose apparent superiority on the College Board
examinations is due to prolonged tutoring and cramming,

12,



and the man of nigh intellectual ability whose apparent
deficiency on the College Board examinations is due to
a limitation of educational opportunity. I, personally,
cannot overcome the feeling that our present scheme for
!imitation of enrollment favors the man with high
pecuniary endowment and penalizes many a men with a
high native intellectual endowment whose parents cannot
afford to send him to a firstrate preparatory school
or pay his tutoring bills.

After four years of experience with testing at Princeton, iiirigham

reported the results in his ar icie "intelligence Tests" (May, 1926)16 and

u it clear that t-he " -refined instrument" was not vet at hand. He stated

that for use

b

com [but] does not deserve as much weight as the regular entrance

Lions of the Colle,,=e E-ntrenue Ex.am ation Boaro.

a admissions, "as an additional bit cif evidence available in

ne cases, the test score is a very great help to the admissions

Brigham cautioned that many of the testers- . make very'extravagant

statements. Many sins are committed by the testers the name of

science." [Emphasis in original.] "Since some tests are good and others

are bad, there is no such thing as an I.Q. in general, but only an I.0

on a certain test at a certain time. The I.Q. concept has gi semblance

of finality to test result; which is not warranted." Brigham's doubts by

1926 also extended to other types of examinations.

The persops who have studied intelligence tests
most intensively have come to have a rather wholesome
suspicion of measurements- of any kind in the field of
education... The socalled intelligence tests in
use in colleges today may prove to be temporary
devices wniCh are merely compensating at the moment
for the inaccuracies of other methods of measurement
which now paSs without question as genuine measures
of desirable traits or accomplishments.



Although "Intell igence Tests" concerned the Princeton Tg--st:

nreht thnt most -1- his cominents equal the Schola

Test, to be administered for the first time a

Ant

later in June, 1925.

allowing statement, aisc from this source, expressed his lack of

conviction concerning what the tests measured;

In giving these tests we do not pretend to be
measuring how much intelligence each man has, nor
do we even pretend that we measure intelligence.
We compute a score on the test, and then try to find
r,1117 how useful thnt snnra ma e. Our standards are
actually whatever the group furnishes us as a nor

publication a

s consist were printed in the

the SAT, ent i = le "The Scholastic Aptitude Test of_

College Entrance Examination Board" (1925). . ieren Brigham stated that while

the SAT immediate predecessor, the Princeton Test, seemed to be measuring

more than merely prior achievement, "it cannot be maintained, of course,

that the tests measure 'native ability' irrespective of training, ncr

necessary to prove before adoption exactly what the tests measure"17

Those who intended to use the Scholastic Aptitude Test may have dif-

fered with Brigham concerning what the test would measure and how it could

or should be considered in the admissions process. Additional research is

needed to explore the views of other influential figures in the test

history. But there is evidence, beyond the fact that the College Board

published Brigham's opinions, that the Board's leadership was willing to

accept his conclusions. For example, in January 1926, the Board's long-

serving Secretary, Thomas Fiske, echoed Brigham while discussing the SAT at

a meeting he supervisors who would administer Form A in June. According

14



the transcrint, he -7;=

Sr

[the SAT] will be considered by many
pupils as an intelligence examination. We do not
consider it as that. It is an examination, and just
what we are testing, whether it is intelligence or
alertness or mentality of an unspecified3sort, we do
not know... [The] colleges would like to know the
result of it; but we certainly do not want to do
anything which will enable a candidate to be terribly
offended...-

's nn iction that intelligence. was a more complex

configuration of aptitudes and abilities than had previous,. y been believed

and that his 1923 book was methodologically flawed culminated in his fre-

quently d Art le, "Intelligence Tests of Immigrant Groups, written in

1929 and published the following year Here he concluded that "compara-

7nt17", 7s7

existing tests. . one of the most pretentious of these comparative racial

studies--the writer's own--was without foundation." Although this article

-was perhaps the most dramatic public disavowal of earlier research by a

leading American psychologist (Brigham was Secretary of the APA in 1930),

the previous discussion should suggest that his statement did not represent

much a sudden"-- reversal as inevitable result of his lying views.

should be noted, however, that Brigham did not state that group differences

did not exist;

available examinations.

That he st

ote that the question could not be answered with

thought such tests could be constructed or that an improved

SAT could be used for such research is very doubtful. In his 1932 book,

A Study of Error, Brigham indicated that while the SAT was helpful for pre-

dicting academic performanco "it was not necessary to think of group factors

15



as entic;oa or as mysterious Ya ultie o as various kinds of intel ente,

erbal, uathe ;..atLCai, spatial, and the like."2° -ed that "inte

cc" as invented by psychologists and averred that if another branch

science studied the same problems, a different concept would emerge. As for

the concept of general intelligence, It "seems merely something hypostatized

to explain test ores. On a per ;,7i t. 'general intelligence' is 'here-

dity ,her, and 'a general education.'" Br

test results would lead

id that the study of

7 a new discipline, a "science of education. 21

The parallelism between the titles of the major books of BrighPm's

Stu,. Alierican Intelligence and A Study of Error, is striking.

Ironically Brigham dedicated A Study of Error to Charles Winthrop Could,

the spo---- d ideological forebear of A Study of American Intelligence.

Cou!_d, a childless widower, had died in 1931 and left Brigham a generous

uest. While _

continue

is possible that Brigham's dedication implied a

ceptance of views Could had espoused before 1923, it is more

likely that it was mad in memory of their friendship and in gratitude.

In his subsequent writings, Brigham consistently expressed a critical

attitude toward intelligence testing. In an unpublished manuscript,

probably written in 1934, he reviewed the history of psychological

measurement:

The test movement came to this country some twenty-
five or thirty years ago accompanied by one of the most
glorious fallacies in the history of science, namely,
that the tests measured native intelligmEt purely and
simply without regard to training or schooling. I hope
nobody believes that now. The test scores very
definitely are a composite including schooling, family
background,,familiarity with English, and everything
else, relevant and '-relevant. The native intelligence
hypothesis is dead.

16



C

ions ng preparation for tests. His strongest

on this issue was proba,

Iimes as sta ing:

made in 1938, when he was quoted

The original and fallacious concept of the I.Q.
was that it reported some mysterious attribute but now
it is generally conceded that all tests are susceptible
to training and to varying degrees of environmental
opportunity. The tests measure a result and not its
origin. Different types of tests will vary in their
sensitivity o environmental opportunity, and it is

ridiculous to claim that any text score is related to
4

the germ plasm, and that alone

Thor may be Bri _.2m's final published words on t

=

e inheritability of intelligence. His equivocal "and that alone" su g gests

tra Id out the possibility that inherited intellectual capacities

could influence test scores, but it is apparent that he no longer believed

heredity to be n adequate explanation for the tort performance of individu

or groups.

Discussion

A quest,-, which naturally arises when one considers both Brig..

1922-1924 state

role in the creation of the Scholastic Aptitude Test is whether Brigham's

prejudices resulted in test bias and consequently, an adverse impact on

minorities. Curiosity may be aroused. particularly because 8 igham's

disavowal of the native intelligence hypothesis was published several years

after the SAT's introduction.

f
frf 4

concerning the intelligence of groups and his leading



not been foo -' to air -a-r-

ren: of ,,-1 'clic minorities in Clod coos`

szatemencs concerning such tests as the Princeton

the scourae

the SAT. His c

=t and the SAT focus on

their utility for guidance and for evaluation of candidates for admission_

with inadequate preparation to take the regular College_ Board examinations,

which, he believed, tended to

the extent

lents from wealthier backgrounds. To

the SAT provided an alternative opportunity to demonst

ahslity to perform collegelevel work, it was a progressive

1920's standards. Moreover,

vane con

h the early SAT's did not include

(now a requirement in ETS test development)

although some of the language had a somewhat literary flavor than is

currently us _, they uired skills similar to those needed by contemporary

SAT test takers and were probably of comparable effectiveness in predicting

ch academic performance of both majority and minority candidate s_25

Of course, minorities did not have equal access to selective colleges

in the 1920's. Elite institutions tended to use admissions auotas which

severely restricted the number of accepted minority students. These schools,

in this early period, probably used the SAT Drily to help evaluate

"desirable" borderline candidates who could not otherwise demonstrate

clearly their qualifications. While the determination of which few minority

candidates were chosen may have been influenced by their SAT scores, the

question of test bias, regardless of definition, would remain largely

undiscussed until the examination was taken annually by a more multicultural

candidate population seeking admission to a larger, more diversified gr

of colleges with more heterogeneous enrollment characteristics.

oup
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promise for further success, never to rule out those whose previous records
or tested achievement reflected the product of cramming or tutoring."

14
A Study of erican Intelligence, 209.

1 5 'PrincetonAlumni Weekly, November 28, 1923, 185-187. Brigham 1 s use
of the term "aptitud" in this article is of interest. He states that he
looks "for the greatest usefulness of psychological tests in the guidance of
men in college--guidance in their choice of electives, in the academic load
they can carry . ." He refers to those students who do no more than attempt
to pass their courses. "Many of these men have never had their interest aroused
in the academic side of their career. The basis of effort is interest, and the
basis of interest is___aptitude. (Emphasis by Brigham. If our tests indicate
aptitude, and save even a few men from becoming academic derelicts, they will
more than repay the time and effort we are putting on them. See also note 6
above, re "scholaptitude," and note 17 below.
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ekl 1925, 787-79

ted in College Entrance Examination Board ork
College Ertranca Eaminacion Board, Ginn and Company, Boston, 1926
With regard to the interes-ing question of the name of the Scholastic
Aptitude 1_-st, this article provides a partial answer in the f:,bowing
explanation: "The term 'scholastic aptitude test' has reference to exami-
nations of a type now in current use and variously called 'psychological
tests', 'intelligence tests', 'mental ability tests', mental alertness
tests', at cetera. The committee uses the term 'aptitude' to distinguish
such tests from tests of training in school subjects. Any claims- tha
aptitude tests now in use really measure 'general inte
mental abilit may nor may not_ be:_sub ated." (Emphasis adde_
44. For further discussion of the name of the SAT, see Sydell T. Carlton,
"Name of the GRE Aptitude Test," ETS, September 16, 1980, 7.

18,
'Conference of Supervi Held in the Trustees Room, Colukabia

Librry Rpturdav, J,7nuo_ry F)t.: 10:1n (F'rQ

19_psv 010.0. cal Review, 'TI, March 1910, 158-165.

20 _ _

A Stud- of Error, College Entrance at on Board, New

21
A Study of Error, 28. For a recent valuation of this voLume,

see alas F. Donlon, _

B_Igham s ook, e Board Review, No. Ill, Fall
1979, 24-30.

22
-Saretzky, 7. (See note 10.)

23_
Manuscript for article on the Board Examinations taken by candidates

at West Point and Annapolis thru 1934 (Brigham Papers, ETS Archives), In
Downey's Brigham 27, the word "glorious" was mistranscribed as "serious."

24
"Brigham Adds Fire to "War of I.Q. ' New York Times, December 4,

19 -3S, 10:1.

See ThOmas F. Donlon and Nancy Breland, "The 'Old Days Test':
Scholastic Aptitude Test Items from the Twenties Revisited," paper prepared
for meeting of the Eastern Educational Research Association, 1981.


